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Announcements
 Volunteer RFE presenters for Fri Mar/30?
 Proposal due in 2 weeks, also Fri Mar/30 (2pm). No extensions
unless you have a REALLY GOOD reason.
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Background reports
 Average = 90/100
 Overall impressions/comments
 I was looking for clarity and connectivity, even if I was not familiar with your
research topic. So, I looked for a strong connection between your questions
and the background information you provided. For example, if you say that
you want to know how to manufacture something, then you should be
discussing the important details of existing manufacturing processes.
 If I was more familiar with your topic, I made more/pickier comments but I
don’t think this affected how I assigned points.
 Think about turning your report into a perspective paper in a leading journal in
your field (sometimes called a “minireview”).
 Picky things
 Be very careful about spacing, font consistency, typos
 Avoid vague adjectives – realize the power of a few extra words
 Use descriptive figure captions
 If you copy/modify a figure from a publication, reference it in the caption
 Don’t say “my research group”
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Graphic from UMich OVPR
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Today: proposals (part II)
 Review our proposal exercise abstracts/aims
 Attributes of agency review processes
 Discuss the proposal assignment
 Advice for preparing each part of a typical proposal
 Other guidelines for readability and clarity
 If time permits, talk about the differences between writing
proposals and papers
New references on ctools:
 Advice on the process of writing a research paper.
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Example: pneumatically actuated grippers

Ilievski et al., Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2011, 50, 1890 –1895.
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Group exercise –due next Friday March 16
 Write a 1 or 2-paragraph summary of a proposal based on the
Ilievski paper, focusing on what you’d like to do next (anything)
 The summary should follow the modified Nature format discussed during
class (see reading on ctools)
 The summary should identify both the intellectual merit and broader impact
of your proposed work

 In addition to the summary, identify 3 or 4 specific aims of your
proposed research. Each aim should be described in 1-2
sentences. You should also think of how you will measure your
progress toward each aim (i.e., qualify/characterize results). You
don’t need to write about this though.
 For class on March 16:
 Bring 10 copies of your team’s summary (for a peer review exercise)
 Be ready to explain and defend your aims in front of the class
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Our review activity
 We form one review panel, with teams sitting together
 Everyone reads and scores 2 proposals (not theirs)







5: excellent
4: very good
3: good
2: fair
1: poor
“multiple ratings” allowed, like 4.5 = E/VG

 Make notes on strengths and weaknesses for discussion
 We collect and tabulate the scores
 Write the proposal code (A,B,C,D) and score on the paper

 We compare and contrast the proposals with the two highest scores
 We decide which proposal is recommended for funding
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NSF review criteria
Criterion 1: What is the intellectual merit of the proposed
activity?
How important is the proposed activity to advancing knowledge and understanding
within its own field or across different fields? How well qualified is the proposer
(individual or team) to conduct the project? (If appropriate, the reviewer will
comment on the quality of prior work.) To what extent does the proposed activity
suggest and explore creative and original concepts? How well conceived and
organized is the proposed activity? Is there sufficient access to resources?

Criterion 2: What are the broader impacts of the proposed
activity?
How well does the activity advance discovery and understanding while promoting
teaching, training, and learning? How well does the proposed activity broaden the
participation of underrepresented groups (e.g., gender, ethnicity, disability,
geographic, etc.)? To what extent will it enhance the infrastructure for research and
education, such as facilities, instrumentation, networks, and partnerships? Will the
results be disseminated broadly to enhance scientific and technological
understanding? What may be the benefits of the proposed activity to society?
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/gpg/broaderimpacts.pdf
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NSF proposal review process
 Program director receives proposals and sorts the proposals by
theme within his/her program
 Program director recruits panels (approx. 10 people for 20
proposals) and assigns proposals to the reviewers, avoiding
obvious conflicts of interest
 Reviewers read proposals (4-6 each) before the panel meeting
and enter comments/scores online
 Panel convenes at NSF HQ (Arlington, VA) for a 1-day meeting
 Typically about half of the proposals are eliminated within the
first hour
 Scores are revised according to panel discussion; summaries
are written
 Program director makes final funding decisions, based on
budget and other criteria (geographic/demographic)
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NSF proposal review process

http://www.nsf.gov/bfa/dias/policy/meritreview/merit_animation.jsp
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The review process in general
 Differs widely by agency/organization
 Reviewers are always pressed for time
 Most/all of the time, there is a surplus of high-quality
(fundable) proposals
 The program director may have a lot of discretion
 Bias is, unfortunately, part of the process – this only makes it
more important to be known among the “community”
 Find out as much as you can about how the review process
really works, and what the program is really looking for
 This applies to fellowships too
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Why proposals are rejected
…short-comings of 605 proposals rejected by the National Institutes of Health is worth pondering. The list is
derived from an article by Dr. Ernest M. Allen (Chief of the Division of Research Grants, National Institutes of
Health) that appeared in Science, Vol. 132 (November 25, 1960), pp. 1532-34. (The percentages given total
more than 100 because more than one item may have been cited for a particular proposal.)
Problem (58 percent)
1.The problem is not of sufficient importance or is unlikely to produce any new or useful information. (33.1)
2.The proposed research is based on a hypothesis that rests on insufficient evidence, is doubtful, or is
unsound. (8.9)
3.The problem is more complex than the investigator appears to realize. (8.1)
4.…
Approach (73 percent)
1.The proposed tests, or methods, or scientific procedures are unsuited to the stated objective. (34.7)
2.The description of the approach is too nebulous, diffuse, and lacking in clarity to permit adequate evaluation.
(28.8)
3.The overall design of the study has not been carefully thought out. (14.7)
4.…
Investigator (55 percent)
1.The investigator does not have adequate experience or training for this research. (32.6)
2.The investigator appears to be unfamiliar with recent pertinent literature or methods. (13.7)
3.The investigator's previously published work in this field does not inspire confidence. (12.6)
4.…
Other (16 percent)
1.The requirements for equipment or personnel are unrealistic. (10.1)
2.….
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From the other side
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The modified Nature format
General and specific
background (WHY)

Your mission statement
(WHAT NOW)

Summary of
aims/methods (HOW)

Expected outcomes:
both intellectual merit
and broader impact
should be clear
(WHAT LATER)

http://www.nature.com/nature/authors/gta/Letter_bold_para.doc
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The summary must be convincing!

 See my NSF project summary

Przeworski and Salomon, “On the Art of Writing Proposals”
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The background
 First, state the general importance of your research topic
 Then, highlight key findings that relate to your proposed work
 Important findings that motivate your study
 Important background information (including fundamentals)
 This can include your own preliminary work (sometimes that’s a
separate section)

 Don’t criticize past work (= makes reviewers angry), rather
state opportunities for improvement
 This section is a difficult balance of breadth and depth
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The rationale and novelty
 What is the main idea of the proposal?
 Why is it important? (why is it needed?)
 Why is it unique?
 What is the GAP?

relationship-economy.com
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Dividing the big idea: objectives/aims
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Planning: series and parallel

 What happens if a wire breaks?
 Risks and countermeasures

http://www.guitarnuts.com/wiring/serpar.php
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Think long-term
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A good proposal has a lot of legs

A good idea is necessary but not
sufficient for a successful proposal.
Especially, the reviewers will want to
know what you will do if something goes
wrong. Your idea and approach must be
robust to their concerns.
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Overall: the hourglass design

Beginning

Middle

End
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The ladder of abstraction [Hakayawa]
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Use action words (see ctools)
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However, don’t be too dreamy (foofy)

 Some of you made really dramatic impact statements in your
background report, but these statements were not supported
by rationale. Be specific, and be quantitative where possible.
 It’s most important to know the expected contribution of your
work, and then you can make a jump to the overall impact of
the field and longer-term efforts.
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Another angle: have a clear context and clear
objectives
WHY

WHAT

HOW/WHO

 Context
 Defined broadly with clear motivation (e.g., quantification if possible)
 Connect the big issue to your specific focus
 It should be clear why your work (if successful) is unique and will make a
difference

 Objectives/tasks should be





Specific (= what will be done)
Measurable (= how you will measure the outcome)
Practical (= can be done)
Logical (= makes sense, on its own and in combination with other tasks)
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Know your audience
 Who will review the proposal?
 What are their selection criteria? (even if your idea is great…)






Person/expertise vs. what the research is about
Relevance to their interests
Fundamental understanding vs. practical applications
Education/outreach?
…

 Talk to someone who knows the agency/program/topic
 Faculty talk to program managers
 Students talk to others who applied for the fellowship before

 Envision the match
 They may have a problem looking for a solution
 You may have a solution looking for a problem
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Formatting influences reviewer comfort
 Font size and margins; spacing between paragraphs
 Clarity of figures
 Often, less is more! The decision is based on the important things,
and you want the reviewer to find those quickly.
11pt
1” margins
3pt betw parag

10pt
0.5” margins
0pt betw parag
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Procrastination is the enemy of good proposals
 Success not proportional to how
much time you spend!
 -but success is proportional to
how clear your ideas are
 -and, clarifying your ideas takes
time
 So, it’s important to be efficient,
and it’s obvious when you read a
proposal that has been rushed
 My experience agrees with this,
both as writer and reviewer
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George Whitesides on writing a paper

 http://pubs.acs.org/page/publish-research/episode-1.html
 Also see
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/adma.200400767/abstract
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Writing a proposal vs. writing a paper
 When do you start planning to write paper?
 Envisioning the “paper” can be a tool for planning research, as
soon as you can see the light.
 Study example papers that you really like.
 Background and results content from proposals often gets used
in papers, and vice-versa.
 Establish an efficient process for outlining, drafting, and
revising (get everyone’s opinion, but not too often).
 Always try to take your work to its full potential.
 It’s important to understand the journal review process.
 Don’t be discouraged by rejection (it is not a failute); negative
comments can be very useful to understand how others
interpret your work and how you can improve communication.
 Lots more stuff: see ctools resources for today (zip file).
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Ashby’s approach
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Ashby’s visual outline
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Your advisor will probably be critical, but this
is part of the process
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You can write a good a paper about almost anything
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Homework
 Draft aims of your proposal. Bring 3 copies for peer review in
class next week.
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Extra slides
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Graduate fellowships = freedom!
 You’ll be decoupled (mostly) from external funding sources
 Access to new opportunities, e.g., workshops
 Excellent for your CV
 As a result, graduate fellowships are considered recognition of
you, not just the research you’re doing
 However, a strong proposal is indicative of your ability to do research
 Same is true for faculty young investigator awards
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The NSF GRFP essay
In a clear, concise, and original statement, present a complete plan for a research
project that you may pursue while on fellowship tenure and how you became
interested in the topic.
Your statement should demonstrate your understanding of research design and
methodology and explain the relationship to your previous research, if any. Describe
how you propose to address the two NSF Merit Review Criteria of Intellectual Merit
and Broader Impacts. Refer to the program announcement for specific guidance.
Format: Include the title, key words, hypothesis, research plan (strategy, methodology,
and controls), anticipated results or findings, literature citations, and a statement
attesting to the originality of the research proposal. If you have not formulated a
research plan, your statement should include a description of a topic that interests
you and how you would propose to conduct research on that topic.
2 pages!
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